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The automatic sensing and containment of a chemical or biological cloud in a passenger terminal,
transportation tunnel, tall building or a channel conveying water to a municipality is vital because
of its catastrophic potential to human life. This paper describes the construction of a prototype
at laboratory scale and the development and application of a novel technology for the automatic
detection and real-time control of accidental or deliberate chemical releases in a conduit containing
an ambient fluid. Microsensor arrays capable of detecting a broad menu of chemical and biolog-
ical agents are installed at strategic locations in the prototype channel. The sensors detect the
instantaneous, spatially distributed concentration of the chemical agent and transmit the associ-
ated information to a predictive control model. The model provides optimal operation scenarios
for computer controlled bleed valves mounted on the channel wall and connected to a common
manifold through a double wall construction around the channel. Mitigation and final elimination
of the chemical cloud is achieved by optimal blowing and suction of ambient fluid or injection of
counteracting chemicals. The predictive control model employs a Large Eddy Simulation model
[1] for three-dimensional flow and fate and transport [2]. Gradient information is obtained by use
of the Adjoint Equations [3], so optimization of the control actions is achieved with the highest
possible efficiency. The control is optimized over a finite prediction horizon and instructions are
sent to the valve manifold, which attempt to intercept the chemical cloud [4]. The sensor arrays
detect all changes effected by the control and report them to the control model, which advances
the process over the next finite horizon. Sensing, optimization and feedback is achieved in a time
period shorter than the prediction horizon, so the process can proceed in real time. The sensors
are tested under hostile environmental conditions, different fluid velocities and chemical concen-
trations. The optimal location, density and configuration of sensors and actuators is established
for a variety of chemical agents.
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